We give a new proof of the so-called Lie algebra version of Jacquet-Rallis's fundamental lemma for local non-Archimedean fields of characteristic zero. This proof is local and based on previous results of W. Zhang on the existence of a certain smooth transfer and its compatibility with a (partial) Fourier transform.
Let E{F be an unramified quadratic extension of p-adic fields. We denote by N and Tr E{F the norm and trace of this extension respectively. Let σ be the nontrivial F -automorphism of E and O F , O E the rings of integers of F and E respectively. For a matrix M, we denote by t M its transpose and, if the entries of M are valued in E, by M σ the matrix obtained by applying σ to each entry. Let n ě 1 be an integer and set h n :" X P gl n,E | X " t X σ ( , U n´1 :" g P GL n´1,E | t g σ g " I n ( .
These have natural models over O F that we shall denote the same way. We let U n´1 act on h n by conjugation. Similarly, we let GL n´1 act on gl n by conjugation. An element X P h n (resp. Y P gl n ) is regular semi-simple if its stabilizer in U n´1 (resp. in GL n´1 ) is trivial and its orbit is closed. We denote by h rs n Ă h n and gl rs n Ă gl n the open subschemes of regular semi-simple elements. We say that two elements X P h rs n pF q and Y P gl rs n pF q match, and we will write X Ø Y , if they are conjugate under GL n´1 pEq inside gl n pEq. Set e n "¨0 . . .
1‹
‹ ‹ ‚ P Mat n,1 pF q, en " p0, . . . , 0, 1q P Mat 1,n pF q.
For every X P gl rs n pF q, we define vpXq :" valpdetpen, enX, . . . , enX n´1 qq,
where val stands for the normalized valuation on F . For X P h rs n pF q, Y P gl rs n pF q and functions f P C 8 c ph n pF qq, f 1 P C 8 c pgl n pFwe introduce the (relative) orbital integrals
where the Haar measures are normalized by requiring that volpU n´1 pO F" volpGL n´1 pO F" 1.
We denote by 1 h n pO F q and 1 gl n pO F q the characteristic functions of h n pO F q and gl n pO F q respectively.
The goal of this note is to prove the following result (also known as Jacquet-Rallis's fundamental lemma for Lie algebras see [JR, Conjecture 2] ).
Theorem 1 (i) Let X P h rs n pF q and Y P gl rs n pF q be two matching elements. Then, we have
(ii) Let Y P gl rs n pF q and assume that it does not match any element of h rs n pF q. Then, we have OpY, 1 gl n pO F" 0.
By [Yu, §2.6 ] this version of Jacquet-Rallis's fundamental lemma implies a group version which was subsequently used by W. Zhang [Zha1] to prove the global Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture for unitary groups under some local assumptions. The above theorem was established by Yun in [Yu] for local fields of positive characteristic greater than n. Moreover, in the appendix to loc. cit. J. Gordon has shown that the transfer principle of Cluckers and Loeser, which relies on model-theoretic techniques, applies to this case thus deducing that Jacquet-Rallis's fundamental lemma holds for characteristic zero local fields in sufficiently large residual characteristic. Therefore the above theorem is not new, except in small residual characteristic, but the proof that we give is substantially different from [Yu] which was based on the same geometric ideas as Ngô's proof of Langlands-Shelstad's fundamental lemma. Instead, we build our argument on the existence of a suitable transfer of functions between h n pF q and gl n pF q (sometimes called smooth matching) as well as the compatibility of this transfer with Fourier transform. Both of these are among the main results established by W. Zhang in [Zha1] .
Finally, we remark that by the recent work of Jingwei Xiao [Xi] the Jacquet-Rallis fundamental lemma implies the (Lie algebra version of) endoscopic fundamental lemma of Langlands-Shelstad for unitary groups. Therefore, putting together this paper with [Zha1] and [Xi] gives an elementary proof of the fundamental lemma for unitary groups! We will prove Theorem 1 by induction on n, the case n " 1 being trivial. Thus, we assume from now on that n ě 2 and that the result is known for n replaced by n´1.
Every element X P gl n pEq can be written in blocks
pEq, c P Mat 1,n´1 pEq and λ P E. We set
For matching elements X P h rs n pF q and Y P gl rs n pF q it is easy to check that qpXq " qpY q P F . The induction hypothesis will be used in the proof of the next lemma.
Lemma 1 (i) Let X P h rs n pF q and Y P gl rs n pF q be two matching elements and assume that |qpXq| " |qpY q| ě 1. Then, we have
(ii) Let Y P gl rs n pF q. Assume that Y does not match any element of h rs n pF q and that |qpY q| ě 1. Then, we have OpY, 1 gl n pO F" 0.
Proof: We prove (i), the proof of (ii) being similar. When |qpXq| " |qpY q| ą 1, it is easy to see that OpX, 1 h n pO F" OpY, 1 gl n pO F" 0. Therefore we may assume that qpXq " qpY q " µ P OF . Since qpXq is a always a norm from E, there exists ν P OÊ such that µ " Npνq. Then, it is easy to see that up to conjugation by U n´1 pF q and GL n´1 pF q respectively, X and Y have the following forms
here X 1 P h n´1 pF q, Y 1 P gl n´1 pF q and λ, λ 1 P F . Since X and Y match, we have λ " λ 1 and moreover we readily check that X 1 and Y 1 also match. By the induction hypothesis we have
Therefore, the lemma would follow if we show that
and
We will show (2), the proof of (3) being similar. By definition, we have
Let g P U n´1 pF q be such that 1 h n pO F qˆg X 1 g´1 νge n´1 σpνqen´1g´1 λ˙‰ 0. Then, ge n´1 P Mat n´1,1 pO E q and t pge n´1 q σ ge n´1 " 1. The group U n´1 pO F q acts transitively on the set of vectors v P Mat n´1,1 pO E q such that t v σ v " 1. Since the stabilizer of e n´1 in U n´1 is U n´2 it follows that g P U n´1 pO F qU n´2 pF q i.e. the above integral is supported in U n´1 pO F qU n´2 pF q. By the choice of Haar measures on U n´1 pF q and U n´2 pF q and since the function 1 h n pO F q is invariant by conjugation by U n´1 pO F q, it follows that
Let ψ be a nontrivial unramified additive character of F (i.e. whose conductor is O F ) and set ψ E " ψ˝Tr E{F (an additive character of E). We define a "partial" Fourier transform F on C 8 c ph n pFand C 8 c pgl n pFby
where the Haar measures are autodual i.e. such that F has order 4. Notice that F 1 h n pO F q " 1 h n pO F q and F 1 gl n pO F q " 1 gl n pO F q . Let A be the GIT quotient gl n {{ GL n´1 . Then, there is a natural isomorphism A » h n {{U n´1 (see e.g. [Chau, Proposition 2.2.2.1]). Moreover, the image of gl rs n in A is an open subscheme A rs Ď A and the inverse image of any a P A rs pF q in gl n pF q consists of one regular semi-simple GL n´1 pF q-orbit ([Chau, Lemmas 2.1.5.1 & 2.1.5.3]). Similarly, the inverse image of any a P A rs pF q in h n pF q is either empty or consists of one regular semi-simple U n´1 pF qorbit ( [Chau, Proposition 2.2.4 .1]). Denote by p GL : gl n pF q Ñ ApF q and p U : h n pF q Ñ ApF q the natural maps. For f 1 P C 8 c ph n pF qq, f P C 8 c pgl n pFand every a P A rs pF q we set Opa, f 1 qOpa, F f 2 qda "
c pgl n pFwhere both sides of the equations are absolutely convergent. Applied to the cases where f 1 1 " 1 h n pO F q and f 1 " 1 gl n pO F q , these trace formulae become
We will say that two functions f P C 8 c pgl n pFand f 1 P C 8 c ph n pFmatch if Opa, f q " Opa, f 1 q for every a P A rs pF q which is in the image of p U . By [Zha1, Theorem 2.6] and [Zha1, Theorem 4.17], every function f P C 8 c pgl n pFmatch a function f 1 P C 8 c ph n pFand moreover if this is so then so do their (partial) Fourier transforms 1 F f and F f 1 . Therefore, taking the difference between (4) and (5) for matching test functions f and f 1 , we get Zha1] it is only proved that the transfer "commutes" with F up to a constant ν and to be complete we need to check that in the unramified situation considered in this paper we have ν " 1. For this, we can use the precise computation of ν done in [Chau, §3.4.2] .
for every f P C 8 c pgl n pF qq. This can be rewritten in the following form (since the resulting expression is absolutely convergent see [Zha1, Corollary 4.5 
pX, 1 h n pO F´OpX, 1 gl n pO F˘f pXqdX (6) for every f P C 8 c pgl n pFwhere for X P gl rs n pF q we have set OpX, 1 h n pO F:" Opp GL pXq, 1 h n pO F. Let S be the subspace of functions f P C 8 c pgl n pFsuch that ż gl rs n pF q`O pX, 1 h n pO F´OpX, 1 gl n pO F˘f pXqdX " 0.
By (6), S is stable by the partial Fourier transform F . Define gl n pF q ě1 and gl n pF q ą0 to be the open subsets of elements X P gl n pF q such that |qpXq| ě 1 and qpXq ‰ 0 respectively. Since the complement of gl n pF q ą0 in gl n pF q is of measure 0 and the function X Þ Ñ OpX, 1 h n pO FÓ pX, 1 gl n pO Fis locally constant on gl rs n pF q, to get Theorem 1 it suffices to establish that
By Lemma 1 we have C 8 c pgl n pF q ě1 q Ď S and therefore the following proposition will end the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition 1 We have
Proof: It suffices to check that any distribution on gl n pF q which is trivial on C 8 c pgl n pF q ě1 qF C 8 c pgl n pF q ě1 q has its support in gl n pF qz gl n pF q ą0 " tX P gl n pF q | qpXq " 0u.
Let D be such a distribution. There is an isomorphism
Notice that the quadratic form X Þ Ñ qpXq has kernel precisely gl n´1 pF q ' F and is of even rank. Therefore, there exists a Weil representation of SL 2 pF q on C 8 c pF n´1 ' F n´1 q associated to the restriction of q to F n´1 ' F n´1 (see e.g. [Bump, Theorem 4.8.5] ). Extending the action of SL 2 pF q to C 8 c pgl n pFby letting it act trivially on C 8 c pgl n´1 pF q ' F q and since pF n´1 ' F n´1 ,can be written as an orthogonal sum of hyperbolic planes, we have pˆ1 t 1˙f qpXq " ψptqpXqqf pXq, ˆ´1 1˙f " F f for every f P C 8 c pgl n pF qq, t P F and X P gl n pF q. We let SL 2 pF q act on the space of distributions on gl n pF q by adjunction. Since D vanishes on C 8 c pgl n pF q ě1 q it has its support in the subset tX P gl n pF q | |qpXq| ă 1u .
As ψ is unramified it follows that D is invariant by the subgroup U 1 "ˆ1 p´1 F 1˙w here p F stands for the maximal ideal of O F . Similarly, as D is trivial on F C 8 c pgl n pF q ě1 q, F D is fixed by the same subgroup and therefore D is also invariant by U 2 "ˆ1 p´1 F 1˙.
Since U 1 and U 2 generate SL 2 pF q, we deduce that D is in fact SL 2 pF q-invariant. In particular, for every t P F , D is equal to itself multiplied by the function X Þ Ñ ψptqpXqq from which it readily follows that D is supported in gl n pF qz gl n pF q ą0 .
